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Bsjboob! Opqqfocfshfsдຍ̂Ӏ˿Ϡ˿ܜĂጾѣޠڱ
̈́ˠ˧ྤჇ̀ጯҜĂٺޢѼᜋ۞ለ߷నࢍጯੰĂ
Խ࣎ˠዕ͕۞నࢍࡊϫĄ2::1ѐலຽޢĂсזΐ
эॠྼĂ༊ॡݑΐэ۞৺ҝшనࢍξϒрт̚͟
͇ĄBsjboob۞నࢍಱѣྭॡ۞ฮ̼͛̈́ҹ۞טᖎ
ࡗপҒĂ΄сдݑΐэ͉π߶ڻঔгડᓏЩ̂ጠĂд
3113ѐ౹ᏱBSJBనࢍ̳ΦޢĂְຽ൴णՀᄐᄐ͟˯Ą
ԧӱдBSJBనࢍ̳Φ̰Ăֳצ˘࣎۞ݭ६ѝ
ĂࢼᒟMbhvobঔᝎှᐖ۞שપ֎̈́Οظć˘ࢬ
௮ॡ҃ညᘹఙᐡᐡ۞ܜྋᄲĂॡ҃ညႝຑଐᇆ۞
य़ϨĂϤBsjboobएएсࡍୣຍ̂Ӏᄃΐэ۞͕ྮ
።Ăኘ̍үͽ̈́ຑଐ۞֛ਫ਼ྮĄ
EL;!Ұࠎܐңົ઼ֽ࡚ז
BO;!ԧֽܐĂߏԓ୕˘༜Б͵ࠧАซ۞ޙ̈́
̰ވనࢍĂԧᄃ̃̓ڈՙؠଂˬᘸξዼ֘Ă˘ۡ˭ݑҌ
ཐгͰ࣯Ą
EL;!̦ࠎֽޢᆃົдMbhvobঔᝎ
BO;!ԧ۞̃̓ڈѣ˘ܑ࣎ᏐҝдྍĂឰԧࣇΞͽఽ
ᇴ͇Ąг͞ᄃҾ̙ТĂֹԧஎஎਜ਼ĂاϔϺֽҋк
̮̼͛ࡦഀĄᔵԧֽҋ̂ݱξگษৼĂҭд࣎̈ξ
ᗉݒຏᛇᏐ̷නዋĄ
ԧϺߏдѩгඕᙊԧ۞ˮ͈IpstuĄ༊ॡԧᑕᔛણΐ˘
࣎ࠁ၆Ăࠎ˘̪ٙдޙ۞ҝш҃ᓝᏱĄԧ۞ˮ͈ߏ˘
ҜޙरĂԧࣇࢵѨ֍ࢬߏдᆸᆸᝑᝑ۞͢Մ̍г˯Ă
ҩֽ͘Ԭԧᘆှใ̙π۞г߱Ăಶд֤݅มԧࣇ
֍˘ܮᔨଐĊॲώ̙ߏԧ۞ّ࣎Ċԧଂֽߏ࣎ચ၁۞
ˠĂҭ֤ݒגԜقԆБԞԧĄ
EL;!ߏ˘࣎˭ֽ۞ָࣧЯĊ
BO;!ԧ֭՟ѣϲӈ˭ֽĄޢ͇ԧܔаຍ̂ӀĂЯࠎ
ഇ̏ԆඕĂԧϺࢋᚶᜈҋ̎۞Ϡ߿ĂҭĂԧ̪ߏ
ᐌ͕ី۞ᓏࢰаזΐэĄ
EL;!֤ᆃҰаֽߏޢӎϲӈฟؕူٮˮ͈˘Т̍ү
BO;!ԧаֽࢋߏ࠻࠻̂छߏӎৌϒዋЪ၆͞Ăݒֽޢ
តјд۞̍ү̍ވүĄԧࣇˠ۞ᄬ֏఼̙Ăٙͽᄲ
ྖ̙кĂҭݒд՟ѣ֏ᄬ۞͵ࠧ྆࠹ຑĄ̝ޢĂԧฟؕ
ጯ௫ࡻ͛ĂӏЦඈ۞րĂТॡࢋጯ௫྆۞ޙຽĂ
ԧଂ֗˯ᒔޝкۢᙊĄ
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EL;!BSJBనࢍ̳Φ˫ߏтңјϲ۞
BO;! ԧᛇॡ፟јሢĂߏՐৌԧ۞ॡ
࣏Ăΐ˯ԧ̏ޙϲ˞˘࣎ᜪ۞މშඛĂ
ଂથຽ֎ߏ֏҃ޘ౹ຽ۞։፟ĄѩγĂ
ԧࣇߊᖐ˞छलĂ࠹Ϻܧ૱ᏉࠀĂ
јϲ̳Φߏϒቁ۞͞ШĂԧϺޝᎸ༊
ॡү˞࣎ՙؠĄ
EL;! Ұᛇҋ̎ᄃనࢍर۞͘ڱѣ
ң̙Т
BO;! дซҖՏีࢍထ݈Ăԧౌົͽ۩ม
నࢍर۞֗Њˢ͘Ă҃ܧ྅रĄࢵ
АĂԧົ̶ٗژม۞มॾߏӎޫ༊ĂЯ
ࠎԧ۞ࡦഀߏޙ̰̈́ވనࢍĂٙͽԧ
̙ົΪ߄ࢦڦᏴᐹኳ۞οफ़̈́Ъ۞ᗞ
ҒĄ҃ͷಏያڀෳ۞౬࣌̈́οफ़Ϗυ˘
ؠਕᒉౄјΑ۞̰ވనࢍĄ၁Ăၔغ
҃ॲώ۞҂ᇋ̖ࠎࢦࢋĄЯѩԧົ
А៍၅۩มĂ˞ྋߏӎѣг͞ΞͽԼ
චࢋ̙ࢋٵଫᒒጨĂᕖᔮ۩มԧஎ
ܫĂੵܧଂ۩มޙઇĂӎޝᙱ྿
זநຐड़ڍĄ˵Яቡ߇Ăԧࢋણᄃ
۞̍үౌߏଂૄᆸΑ͈ฟؕĄ
EL;!ְֱࣹົۏᇆᜩҰ۞̍ү
BO;! ԧགྷ૱ତᛈለ߷۞నࢍĂপҾߏ
ҋຍ̂Ӏˠ͘ඊ۞ĄԧϺົܔаछฏ
ವԱីຏ̈́൴ଧາ۞யݡĄԧֽҋ็
۞ࡦഀĂ࿅Ν࣒۞ౌߏΟጯࠁĂҭ
ԧ۞నࢍ݈ޝݒĄՏѨԧࢦܔለ߷ౌ
ົᅳரזາ۞ୁ࢚Ą఼૱дለ߷߹Җ۞
າຍهĂˬٺѐٯົܮޢ྿઼࡚Ąܕ
ѐֽк۞నࢍरĂ˵ฟ൴͞ࢬ
۞ྤĄ
EL;!ֲ߷гડѣӎֽЇңᇆᜩ
BO;! ၆ѣĄ͵ࡔ݈ࣇܑன̙֖
Ăҭт̫̏តܧ૱ซפĄࣇ۞
ீЍזă۩มπှᐖĂ୮Ⴗય
ౌߏ߷ֲٺڻĄ઼̚ߏቿ۞ݎ൴ण̚

઼छĂ̏јࠎޙ̰̈́ވనࢍ۞၁
រވĄ
EL;!Ұ၆ࢲͪѣң࠻ڱ
BO;! ԧٚᄮҋ̎၆ѩᄮᙊ̙кĄࢲͪд
ለ߷̙֭хдĂԧ˵ߏдொاΐэ̖ޢ
ฟؕତᛈĄᐹսி۞ޙҬͼౌᄃ̚
઼ѣᙯĂ༊̚ᛃӣ˘̙Ξޥᛉ۞Џ
៍ጯયĄԧϺޝр؈Ăԓ୕ਕஎˢ˞ྋ
Ο̫۞̚ර̼͛Ąԧᄃˮ͈ϒࢍထϏֽ
߷ֲזॠྼĂ࠹ܫѣӄԧጯ௫ࢲͪĊ
EL;! Ұഅయ˘ֱ۞˲ܧᄹර̍Ăߏ
ӎࢋତᛈ˘ֱள૱ෳ۞͗މ
BO;! ߏĂҭ़ԧ̙ਕ̳ฟࣇ۞ЩфĄ
ࣇߏԧ࠹ሢ۞ᜪމĂགྷ૱Աԧᑒѓ΄
ԧܧ૱ѓ༨Ăԧ၆ࣇϺ͕مᖰຕĂٙ
ͽԧ۞შ৭Ϊ൳ྶ˞ԧ˘Ηഅయ۞̍
ĂЯԧ̙ਕШγ̳ฟĂϺ̙ਕٮх
ᑫĂҭ̍үώ֗ሄĊ
EL;! ᄃຍ̂Ӏ࠹ͧĂҰдώг۞̍үѣ
ң̙Т
BO;! ਕдΐэ̍үߏԧ۞ঈĄ྆۞
ˠ၆າְܧۏ૱ฟٸĂटధԧ၁ኹྏ
រ౹າ۞ໄهĄҭдຍ̂ӀĂԧࣇࢋ
ᄃ็֎˧Ąдѣ˘ֱಱᄹಈຑᔉ
ཉ͛ۏሁٗĂҭຍ̂Ӏˠࢦ็ԩ
١ԼតĂ߇ѩࡶҰࢋᛈજЇң༊г۞።
ΫޙĂࢋགྷ࿅кࢦءဈᆶԲĄٙͽԧ
՟ѣјࠎ˘ҜޙरĂᏴፄԽ̰ވన
ࢍĄຍ̂Ӏˠ۞౹ү၁ߏдࢦ็
۞॰ߛ̰Ă˧ՐᘮՀາĄЯѩĂд
྆̍үؠۺटٽкĄ
EL;! тࢋڍϡ˘ήᄲྖֽԛटҰ۞ࢲ
ॾĂҰົިᇹೡ
BO;! ̙ᕝՐតăᖎࡗăҹטăޖฮĂॾ
አ௲ҋĄԧಈᝌдБ̰ޏĂరၔѣ
ࢨณгྻϡۏफ़Ąԧ࠹ֱ͔ܫਕޙ
ౄ˘࣎πםአ۞̰Ą
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rianna Noppenberger was born
and raised in Italy. She graduated
college with a master’s degree
in law and human resources, but
later went on to study her true passion
at the Instituto Europeo di Design in
Milan. After graduating again in 1990,
she traveled to California, and Southern
California’s high end residential design
has been the better for it. Defined by
a cultural tradition of timeless elegance
and restrained simplicity, her work has
spread throughout the Pacific coast of
Southern California, gaining speed since
she founded ARIA Design in 2002. I
spent a typically beautiful morning in
ARIA Design’s office overlooking the quiet
coffee shops and boutiques of Laguna
Beach. Sounding sometimes like the
curator of an established art gallery,
sometimes like the narrator of a romantic
movie, Arianna told me about the path
that led her to love, to work, back to Italy,
and of course back again to California.
DK: What initially brought you to the U.S.?
AN: I came to see the most progressive
architecture and interior designing in the
world. I was visiting with my girlfriend
and we decided to start driving from San
Francisco down to San Diego.
DK: And how did you end up in Laguna
Beach?
AN: My girlfriend has a cousin here so
we could spend a couple days. I fell
in love with the place. It was unique.
There’s a very eclectic group of people. I
felt comfortable in this small town even
though I was coming from a larger city,
Bologna.
And it’s where I met my husband Horst.
I was invited to a party for a house that
was under construction. My husband was
the architect. We literally met on the
job site between piles of lumber. He
reached for my hand to help me through
the rough terrain and it was love at first
sight! Which is not me! Usually I’m very
grounded, but I was truly swept away in
that moment.
DK: That’s a good reason to stay!
AN: I didn’t stay though. I went back to
Italy two days later. My vacation was
over. I had to get back to my life there.
But eventually I followed my heart back
to California.
DK: And then once you came back you
ended up working with your husband?
AN: I came back to see if we were
compatible and ended up working in
his studio. We didn’t speak the same
language. We didn’t communicate much
so we fell in love without words.
I started learning English, feet, and inches.
I had to learn how we build here. I
learned a lot from him.
DK: And what was it that led you to found
ARIA Design?
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AN: I’m consistently exposed to European
design, particularly Italian. I return home
to find inspiration and discover new
products. I have a traditional background,
having pursued classical studies in the
past, but my design is progressive. Every
time I go I get inspired. And usually two
or three years later, whatever new things
come out in Europe, they land here. I
see more and more designers tapping
into that resource.
DK: Any influences working their way over
from Asia as well?
AN: Absolutely. They are very progressive
since centuries ago in their minimalism,
their clean eye; calm soothing spaces.
That is absolutely coming from there.
No doubt about it. China being a fast
developing country is becoming a
‘laboratory’ for architecture and design.
DK: What do you think of feng shui?
AN: I have to say I’m ignorant of it. In
Europe it’s really not there. I got contact
with it moving here to California. It sounds
like the most beautiful architectural things
are going on in China. It’s incredibly
forward thinking. I’m really curious and
I’d like to know the old Chinese culture
and the new. My husband and I have
plans to travel to Asia in the near future.
That will motivate me to learn feng shui!
DK: You’ve done a number of high
profile projects. Do you have high profile
clientele to go along with those?
AN: Yes, which I can’t mention. They’re
repetitive clients who keep me very busy,
and I’m very faithful and discreet. My
website is missing at least half the projects
I’ve done. I can’t show them. I can’t take
pictures, but I had fun doing the work!
AN: It was time for me to find my own
voice. I’d built up my own clientele, so it
was good from a business standpoint. We
live together, we have a family together,
and we collaborate so I think it was a
good move and I’m very happy that I
did it.
DK: How is your approach different from
that of other designers?
AN: I approach each project as a spatial
designer rather than a decorator. First
I have to see if the room is right. My
background is in architecture and interior
designing so it’s not just that I pick a nice
fabric and pick a nice color. Expensive
furniture and fabric alone doesn’t create
a successful interior. I think the approach
should be much more radical. That’s
why I first look at the space. Can it be
improved? Do we need to take down
walls, open space? I don’t believe you
can do a great job unless you really start
by manipulating the space architecturally.
That’s why I’m involved mainly in projects
that start from scratch.
DK: What influences impact your work?
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DK: How is it different doing what you do
here vs. Italy?
AN: I’m so blessed to work here. People
here are very open to the new. This
allows me to really experiment and
reinvent the wheel every time. In Italy
we have to deal with so much tradition.
There are very wealthy people here who
love to own unique homes. In Italy we
have to deal with so much tradition and
resistance to change. There’s too much
bureaucracy when you want to touch a
historical building. That’s why I studied
interior designing and didn’t become an
architect. A lot of Italian creativity comes
from being locked into having to respect
the tradition and at the same time trying
to come up with something new. So
definitely easier working here.
DK: If you were to describe your style in
one or two lines, what might you say?
AN: Constantly evolving, minimal,
restrained, elegant, and sophisticated,
earthy tones. I like to carry a limited
amount of materials throughout the
house. I believe these guidelines lead to
peaceful, balanced interiors.
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